1. What failover mode does the EVA currently use?
   A. Active
   B. Passive
   C. Active-Passive
   D. Transparent
   **Answer:** C

2. In an EVA, what is purpose of virtual disk leveling?
   A. Dynamically distribute data blocks over many physical spindles to eliminate performance bottlenecks.
   B. Equalize disk capacity.
   C. Allocate space per disk group to recover from physical disk group member failure.
   D. Build virtual disks from physical disks.
   **Answer:** C

3. What is the approximate maximum virtual disk size for a disk group with 10 36GB drives and a disk protection level of Single?
   A. 134 GB
   B. 202 GB
   C. 270 GB
   D. 338 GB
   **Answer:** C